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Abstract
Previousinvestigationshaveshownthatuseofnon-individualbinauralrecordingsresult
ina substantiallyreducedlocalizationperformancewhencomparedtoreal-lifelistening
andlisteningtoindividualbinauralrecordings.Thedeteriorationsare mostpronounced
in the medianplane, wherethe two earsreceivethe samedirectsound.Thepresent
studycompriseda localizationexperiment,in which20 subjectslistenedto binaural
recordingsfromthe ears of 30 humans.The "recordinghead" whichresultedin the
best performancefor the groupof subjectswas selectedas "typical"and used in
furtherexperiments.The number of median plane errors was 36.3%, when the
non-individualrecordingsoriginatedfrom a randomsubject,and this figure was
reducedto 21.2% withrecordingsfromthe typicalsubject.Thisvalueis not far from
thereal lifevalueof 15.5%,althoughstillsignificantlyhigher.Front/backconfusionsin
the horizontalplane werealmosteliminatedwithrecordingsfromthe typicalsubject,
whereasthese werenumerouswithrecordingsfroma randomsubject.Theseresults
wereobtainedwithindividualheadphoneequalization.A marginal,althoughstatistically
significantincreaseof errorswasseen, whena suitablecommonequalizationwas
used.
0. Introduction
Previous investigations have shown that individualbinauralrecordings(recordings
made in the listener's own ears) can offer a reproduction in which the localization
performance from real life has been maintained, whereas non-individualbinaural
recordings (recordings made in the ears of another person) result in reduced
localization performance(Laws and Platte [1], Meller et al. [2]). The deteriorations are
mainlyseen for sound sources inthe median plane, for which the twd ears receivethe
same direct sound. Reduced performance has also been observed with binaural
signals synthesized using non-individual head-related transfer functions, HRTFs
(Uorimoto and Ando [3], Wenzel et al. [4] (more thoroughly reported by Wenzel [5]),
Kawaura et al. [6], [7], Begault and Wenzel [8], Begault [9], Wenzel et al. [10],
Hammershei [11] (review)).
The non-individual recordings, which the subjects listened to in our previous study,
originated fromrandomlyselectedother subjects.The present investigationwas carried
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out to showwhether improved results can beobtained, if the non-individualrecordings
originate from a selected, typical human subject.
The total transmission in a binaural system is determined not only by the recording
situation, but also by the playback system,which normallymeans the headphoneand
its equalization. It is possible to use individualequalizationand thus compensate for
the frequency responseof the headphone measuredon each individual listener, or to
use non-individualequalizationand only compensatefor a mean or typical headphone
response. Useof individualequalization is impracticalfor most applications,and it was
also the aim of the investigation to examine the effect of using non-individual
equalization.
The experimental method in the present study was in most respects identical to that
of our previous investigation [2]. The description will therefore be confined to a
summary of the proceduressupplemented by complete descriptionsof issues specific
for the present investigation. More details may thus be found in our earlier report.
1. Method
The experiments were carried out in an IEC listening room, where 19 loudspeakers
were located aroundthe subject. 14 were positioned in variousdirections on a sphere
with a radius of 1 m, 7 of these in the median plane. The remaining 5 were at more
distant positions. The subjects listened to a 5-second recording of a female voice,
either directly from the loudspeakersor indirectly as a binaural recording made in the
same set-up and reproducedby meansof headphones.The subject was sitting in the
set-up in either cases and kept his head still during stimuli. The loudspeakers were
visible to the subjects, and the experiments were carried out as identification
experiments,where the subjects respondedfromwhich loudspeakertheyperceivedthe
sound.
1.1 Subjects
20 paid students with controlled normal hearing participated as listeners, 10of each
sex, aged 20-30 years. They were all skilled in psychoacoustic experiments, but they
were not in any way selected for their hearing or localization proficiency. 8 of the
subjectshad already participatedinthe previousexperiment.An initial test showedthat
there was no differencein the real life localizationperformancebetweenthis groupof 8
and the group of 12 new subjects. The data and test are reported in Appendix A.
The binaural recordings were made at the blocked entrance to the ear canals of
30 humans, includingthe 20 subjectsparticipatingas listeners (the extra 10were staff
members and others who were unsuitableor unavailableas listeners).The reason for
selecting such a large numberof "recording heads" was to give the subjectsa "range"
as wide as possible from whichthey could select a typical recording head. The reason
for choosing a largergroup of listenersthan previouslywas to give the listeners' choice
of recording head more general validity.
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1.2 Headphone equalization
A headphone (Beyerdynamic DT 990 Professional) with FEC proporties [12] was
used and equalized to a flat frequency responsewhen measured at the blocked ear
canal entrance. The headphone was equalized individually for each listener using a
32nd order IIR filter as describedearlier for the 8 subjects [2]. The equalizationsfor the
remaining 12 subjects were made similarly.
An exception was the experiment with non-individual equalization (experiment D, see
Section 1.3.4), where the target functionfor a commonequalizationwas the reciprocal
of the mean (power averaging) of 30 individual headphonetransfer functions (for all
recording heads). The individual equalization filters and the non-individual filter are
shown in Figure l(a). The error introduced for each individual when using the
non-individual filter is seen in Figure l(b).
1.3 Experimental design
Four different experiments were made. For each subject they were accomplished on
5 days.
1.3.1 Experiment A.' Real life
Each subject listenedto each loudspeaker6 times. The experiment was divided into
two sessionswith each 3 repetitions.The stimulus orderwas random in each session.
The sessions had a duration of approximately 10 minutes, and they were separated
by a short coffee break. The numberof stimuli for each subject was 114, giving a total
of 2280 stimuli for the 20 subjects. The data for the 8 "old" subjects were taken from
the previous investigation [2], which was carried out only some weeks before the
present investigation.
1.3.2 Experiment B: Recordings from random subjects
Each subject listened to each of the recording heads once for each loudspeaker
position. This makes 570 stimuli for each subject (19 loudspeakers x 30 recording
heads). These were presented in random order and divided into 6 sessions of
approximately 16 minutes, accomplishedon 2 days. The total number of stimuli was
11400 (20 listeners x 30 recording heads x 19 loudspeakers).
1.3.3 Experiment C: Recordings from typical subject
From the results of experiment B, the recordingheadwhich resulted in the best overall
performance for the group of subjectswas selected as "typical". In experiment C only
recordings from this selected subject were used. Each subject listened to each
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loudspeaker 6 times. The experiment was divided into two sessions with each
3 repetitions. The sessions had a duration of approximately 10 minutes, and the
stimulus order was random in each session. The number of stimuli for each subject
was 114, giving a total of 2280 stimuli for the 20 subjects.
1.3.4Experiment D: Recordings from typical subject, non-individual equalization
Experiment D was identical to experiment C, except that non-individual headphone
equalization was used.
2. Results and discussion
The results from each experiment will be presented in a 19 by 19 matrix with the
stimulus position as abscissa and the responded position as ordinate. Black circles
represent answers, and the area of each circle is proportional to the number of
answers for the particularcombination of stimulus and response.Correct answers are
found at the diagonal.
For statistical analysis errors are classified into four groups. If a response is given at
another cone of confusion than where the stimulus was given, it is denoted an
out-of-coneerror.A responseat the correctcone but at an incorrect direction, is called
a within-coneerror,except when stimulus and response are in the median plane, in
which case it is designated a median-planeerror.A response given in the same
direction as the stimulus, but at an incorrect distance, is denoted a distanceerror.
With the present experimental design, the number of errors in a certain category will
follow a binomial distribution.The null-hypothesisassumesthat the error probability is
the same for the two conditions under test. The required test function follows a
hypergeometrical distribution, and the test is called a Fisher-Irwin test (see
e. g. [13]). In order to give the most powerful tests, only stimuli that actually can
lead to errors in a certain category are included in each test, and in the calculation of
error percentages.
2.1 Real life
The resultsof real life listening (experiment A) areshown in Figure 3. Correct answers
are to be found at the diagonal, and most of the responses are indeed seen here.
However, it is also obvious that the subjects do not localize sound sources perfectly.
The major part of the errors are seen for sources inthe median plane. Directions in the
upper median plane (FRONT HIGH,ABOVEand BACK HIGH)are often confused, and
sound coming from FRONTLOWand BACKLOWare frequently perceivedat variousother
directions in the median plane. Also wrong judgementof distance is a common error.
These observations are similar to the observationsmade for real life listening in our
earlier investigation,and theyare now confirmedfor a largergroup. Other observations
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that can be confirmed are: Sound sources in the FRONTdirection are almost always
perceived in the correct direction. The same applies to the source at BACK.
2.2 Recordings from random subjects
The results for non-individual recordings (experiment B) including all recording heads
are shown in Figure 4. It is obvious that considerably more errors are made than in
real life. The number of errors have increased for the Iow median plane sources
(FRONT LOW, BACK LOW), and more confusions are seen between the upper median
plane directions (FRONT HIGH, ABOVE and BACK HIGH),
Additional directions have also come up with errors,of which the most notable should
be mentioned. In real life there were almost no errors for the sound sources in the
FRONTdirection(except for distanceerrors),whereasthese sourcesare now frequently
perceived in other directions in the median plane, quite often in the BACKdirection.
Correspondingly, the sound source in the BACKdirection is frequently perceived in
other median plane directions, quite often in the FRONTdirection.
Table I shows the results of real life listeningand listeningto binaural recordingsfrom
a randomsubject divided into the four errorcategories. In general,only few out-of-cone
and within-coneerrors are seen,whereasa lot more median-planeand distance errors
are seen. A highly significant increase of errors is seen for the binaural recordings
(0.1% level for all error categories).When the actual number of errors are taken into
account, the most notable difference is the increaseof median-planeerrors by more
than a factor of 2 from 15.5% to 36.3%. The number of distance errors increased by
approximately a factor of 2 from 10.4% to 20.7%.
Errors: out of cone within cone median distance total number
Condition: plane of stimuli
0.4% 0.7% 15.5% 10.4%
Real life 10 6 186 87 2280
(experimentA) (2280) (840) (1200) (840)
1.4%*** 2.3%*'* 36.3%'** 20.7%***
Binaural, randomsubject 153 94 2103 839 11020
(experimentB) (11020) (4080) (5800) (4080)
Table I
Comparisonofnon-individualbinauralrecordings(experimentB,380 individualstimuli
disregarded)and real life (experimentA). Errorsare given inpercentage(bo/d)and
numbers.Number of stimuli that can resultin errorsin a categoryare given in
brackets.***indicatessignificanceat O.1%/eve/in a one-sidedFisher-Irwintest.
The increased number of errors with non-individualbinaural recordingsconfirms our
earlier result [2], but it is now shown for a larger group of listeners, and for a much
wider range of combinations between listener and recording head. (Each of the
8 subjects in the previous study listened only to recordingsfrom 3 other subjects, and
the likelihood of bias due to coincidentally good and bad "matches" between recording
head and listener is significantly reduced if not virtually eliminated in the present
investigation).
2.3 Selection of typical subject
In the previous section, results for all 30 recording heads were combined. Considerable
variation is present between the results from different recording heads. Since
median-plane errors constitute the largest group of errors, we have chosen to use
these for the selection of a typical head. Figure 2 shows the median-plane errors for
the individual recording heads, ranked according to error percentage. The errors range
from 25.5% to 47.4% depending on recording head. The recording head "avh" was
selected as the "typical" head to be used in experiment C, since the recordings from
this head resulted in the lowest number of median-plane errors. The same recording
head would have been chosen, if the ranking had been made according to the total
number of directional errors (sum of out-of-cone, within-cone and median-plane errors).
2.4 Recordings from typical subject
The results from recordings with the selected subject "avh" (experiment C) are shown
in Figure 5. An immediate look at the figure seems to indicate that the number of
errors has decreased when compared to the results for recordings from randomly
chosen other subjects as seen in Figure 4. A comparison of the four error categories
is given in Table II. Significant improvements are seen for all three categories of
directional error.
Errors: out of cone within cone median distance total number
Condition: plane of stimuli
1.4% 2.3% 36.3% 20.7%
Random subject 153 94 2103 839 11020
(experiment B) (11020) (4060) (5800) (4060)
0.8%** 0.5%*" 21.2%"* 24.0%
Typical subject 19 4 254 202 2280
(experiment C) (2280) (840) (12001 (840)
Table II
Comparison of non-individual recordings from a selected subject (experiment C) and
from a random subject (experiment B, 380 individual stimuli disregarded). Errors are
given in percentage (bold) and number. Number of stimuli that can result in errors in
a category are given in brackets. ** indicates significance at 1% level in a one-sided
Fisher-Irwin test, at O.1% level.
A comparison of Figure 5 and Figure 4 reveals improvements almost everywhere. Most
of the circles outside the diagonal have become smaller and in several cases even
disappeared. It is especially worth noting that the sources in the FRONTdirection are
now almost alwaysperceived inthe correct direction.A further analysisof theseshows
96% responses in the correct direction with the typical head in contrast to 86% with a
random head (99% in real life). If only the FRONT (1 M)source is considered (the more
distant sources may be identified partly by their distance), correspondingfigures are
92% for the typical head in contrast to 71% for a random head (99% for real life). Also
the BACKsound source is now more often perceived in the correct direction: 86% with
the typical head in contrast to 63% with a random head (96% in real life).
Table II reveals that slightly more distance errors are present in experiment C than in
experiment B. This observation can be explained by the method used for classifying
the errors. A response is only classified as a distance error, if the direction is correct.
Thus a reduction of directional errors will lead to an increase in potential distance
errors. A further analysis has estimated that nearly 2% extra directional errors should
be expected on this account1.
The rate of median-plane errors in experiment C is 21.2%, an even lower value than
was obtained for the same recordinghead inexperiment B (25.5%).This indicatesthat
the Iow value for this recording head in experiment B was not just a matter of
coincidence. It might also suggest that some adaptationtakes place, when a subject
listens to recordingsfrom only one other subject for some time. It should be noted,
however, that no feedback was given about right or wrong responses that could
facilitate a possible adaptation to the cues of the recording head. Moreover, a
statistical analysis (not shown)has revealedthat the differencebetween experiment C
and the "avh" part of experiment B was not significant (two-sided Fisher-Irwintest at
5% level).
2.5 Effect of equalization
The results with non-individual equalization (experiment D) are shown in Figure 6.
These results are not obviously different from those with individual equalization in
Figure 5, but the statistical tests shown in Table III reveal that a minor increase in
median-plane errors was seen (significant at 5% level).
When the direction is correct, 23-25% distance errors occur (estimated from
experiment C and B, respectively). For the relevant sources there were approximately
7% more correct directions, and an increase of approximately 7% x 0.24 _ 1.7%
should be expected.
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Errors: out of cone within cone median distance totalnumber
Condition: plane of stimuli
Typical subject, 0.8% 0.5% 21.2% 24.0%
individualequalization 19 4 254 202 2280
(experimentC) (2280) (840) (1200) (840)
Typicalsubject, 0.7% 1.0% 24.0%* 23.6%
non-individualequal. 16 8 288 198 2280
(experimentD) (2280) (840) (1200) (840)
Table III
Comparison of recordings from a typical subject, non-individual equalization. Errors are
given in percentage (bold) and number. Number of stimuli that can result in errors in
a category are given in brackets. * indicates significance at 5% level in a one-sided
Fisher-Irwin test.
2.6 How far are we from real life?
Now it would be interesting to compare the results obtained with recordings from a
selected subject with the results from real life listening. This is done in Table IV where
each of experiments B and C are compared to experiment A. The numbers of
median-plane errors and distance errors are still significantly higher than in real life,
even for recordings made with a selected subject.
l
Errors: out of cone within cone median distance total number
Condition: plane of stimuli
0.4% 0.7% t5.5% 10.4%Real life 10 6 186 87 2280
(experimentA) (2280) (840) (1200) (840)
Typical subject, 0.8%* 0.5% 21.2%*** 24.0%"*
individualequalization 19 4 254 202 2280
(experimentC) (2280) (840) (1200) (840)
Typical subject, 0.7% 1.0% 24.0%*** 23.6%'**
non-individualequal. 16 8 288 198 2280
(experimentD) (2280) (840) (1200) (840)
Table IV
Comparison of recordings from a typical subject (individual and non-individual
equalization, experiments C and D, respectively) and real life (experiment A). Errors
are given in percentage (bold) and number. Number of stimuli that can result in errors
in a category are given in brackets. Each of the rows 2 and 3 have been tested aga!nst
row 1. indicates significance at 5% level in a one-sided Fisher-Irwin test, at
O.1% level.
A comparison of Figure 5 and Figure 6 with Figure 4 shows that the additional errors
occur very scattered. The most obvious differences are that the FRONTLOWsound
source is now quite often perceived at the BACKposition, and that the assessmentof
distance has become more uncertain for the sound sources in FRONT.In addition, we
have also more confusions between the upper median plane sources (FRONT HIGH,
ABOVE,and BACK HIGH), and more confusions between the FRONTand the BACK
directions. However, the occurrence of these errors has obviously been reduced as
compared to the results with a random recording head.
2.7 Additional comments
In our previous investigation [2] we found support for a generalunderstandingthat use
of non-individualrecordings tend to cause frontalsound sources to be perceived inthe
back, and that movements the other way round are seen more rarely. The present
investigationconfirms this for a larger group and a much wider rangeof combinations
between listener and recording head.
With recordings from a random subject (experiment B), stimuli at the three frontal
sound sources at 1 m distancewere perceived behindthe frontal plane in 23% of the
cases, whereas stimuli at the corresponding three sound sources in the back were
perceived in front of the frontal plane in only 11% of the cases. These figures were
reduced to 13% and 4%, respectively, when the typical subject was used
(experiment C), and to 6% and 2%, respectively, in real life. The BACKdirection was
responded much more often than stimuli were given there (an increase by a factor of
1.73 for a random recording head, 1.48for the typical recordinghead, and 1.14 in real
life).
Another general understandingthat was examined in our previous investigationis that
non-individual binaural recordingsshould give rise to elevations, i. e. sources in the
horizontal planewould be perceived above that. For a random recording head stimuli
at FRONT1 Mand BACK'weremoved 45° up in 8% of the cases and 45° down in 6%
of the cases. Correspondingfigureswere 2%and 1% for the typical head, 2% and 1%
for real life.As concludedalso in the earlier report, the trend is in the claimeddirection,
but the relative occurrence of these errors is Iow.
3. Conclusion
It has been confirmedthat use of non-individual binaural recordings results in reduced
localization performance.The reduced performanceis observedmost clearly for sound
sources in the median plane, where movementsare seen to nearby directions as well
as to directions further away. The results also support the general understandingthat
non-individual recordings tend to cause frontal sources to be perceived in the back
more often than the other way round. A hypothesis of non-individual recordings as
responsible for elevations is not supported.
If the non-individual recordings originate from a carefully selected typical subject, it
is possibleto reduce the number of errors substantially as comparedto non-individual
recordingsfrom a random subject. The investigationhas demonstrateda reduction of
median-planeerrors downto a level not far fromthat of real life listening (although still
significantlyhigher). Front/backconfusionscan be almosteliminated for sound sources
in the horizontal plane, whereas they are numerous with recordings from a random
subject.
Only a minor increase of errors is seen, when a common headphone equalization is
used instead of individual equalization for each listener. This observation should not
be misinterpreted to indicate that headphone equalization is unimportant, since the
common equalization in the experimentwas carefully constructed from information of
the headphone's performance on real ears.
Artificial heads should ideally be constructed to resemble the acoustics of a typical
subject.The performance of existing artificial head recordingsystems is the subject of
a subsequent investigation in our laboratory [14].
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A. Appendix
This appendix presents a comparison of the real life performance of the two groups of
subjects: 1) the 8 subjects who participated in the previous investigation, and 2) the
12 new subjects. From Table I it is §een that there was no difference between the two
groups.
Errors:outof cone withincone median distance totalnumber
Condition: plane of stimuli
0,2% 0.3% 16.0% 11.9%
Groupof 8subjects 2 1 77 40 912
(912) (336) (480) (336)
0.6% 1.9% 15.1% 9.3%
Groupof 12subjects 8 5 109 47 1368
(1358) (504) (720) (504)
Table I
Comparison of the real life performance (experiment A) for the group of 8 subjects
used earlier [2], and the group of 12 new subjects. Errors are given in percentage
(bold) and numbers. Number of stimuli that can result in errors in a category are given
in brackets. Statistical tests did not show any significant difference between the two
groups (two-sided Fisher-Irwin test at 5% level).
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Figure 1
(a) Individual equalization filters for 20 subjects (thin black lines), non-individual
equalization filter (heavy white line). (b) Error made for each of the 20 subjects when
usingnonqndividual equalization, i. e. difference between non-individual and individual
equalization (level differences ignored).
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iFigure 2
Median-plane errors in experiment B shown for individual recording heads. The
recording heads are ranked according to error percentage.
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RIGHTRIGHT HIGH
-45 ° (2,9 M) O
-45 ° (1,7M) O ·
-45 ° (1,0M) ' O *
RIGHTLOW O
BACK LOW · O
BACK · ' 0 ®
BACK HIGH · · O · ·t-
O ·cz. ABOVE · ·u3
I_ FRONT HIGH · .
FRONT(5,0 M) · O
FRONT (2,9 M) · O ®
FRONT (1,7 M) · O
FRONT (1,0 M) O '
FRONTLOW O
LEFTH,GHeOLEFTLOW
LEFT O * '
LL LI., LL IL.
Stimulus
Figure 3
Real life listening (experiment A, 2280 stimuli). The area of each circle is proportional
to the number of answers for the particular combination Of stimulus and response. A
"full" circle, e. g. at (LEFT, LEFT), corresponds to the total number of stimuli for each
stimulus (which is 120 in this case).
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<
iZ I_ ,T _ LL..ii L1 ii L1
Stimulus
Figure 4
Non-individual recordings using a random subject (11020 stimuli from experiment B,
excluding 380 individual stimuli).
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Figure 5
Non-individualrecordings using a typical subject and individual equalization
(experimentC, 2280 stimuli).
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Figure 6
Non-individualrecordingsusing a typicalsubject and non-individualequalization
(experimentD, 2280 stimuli).
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